FIND THE SEEKER!

The pathless path to fulfillment and happiness
by Genro Xuan Lou, Laoshi and Clifford Stevens
Search online or walk into any decent-sized bookshop and you will find
an almost endless vanity fair of self-help books on spirituality and religion.
Find the Seeker! is more: A living Master and his pupil have teamed up to
offer us a “new” book but based on the age-old pathless path. Designed to
accompany us on a life-changing inner pilgrimage, Find the Seeker! is a
powerful, straight-talking wake-up call holding up a mirror to our worldly
existence, suffering and the intricate workings of the ego. It entices readers
with a vision of what we really are - which can only be directly experienced - by
helping us unfold our true nature so that we can abide in the one Self. In this way,
seekers become finders, and we can enjoy the bliss and lightness
of Being that are inherently ours. Find the Seeker! has already won
extensive praise ahead of publication from spiritual teachers such as
John Tarrant (“Disarming and worth experiencing”), and Robert Meikyo
Rosenbaum (“Fresh as spring grass and refreshing as a clear stream”).
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Find the Seeker! – based on first-hand experience as well as the tried and tested
wisdom of a modern-day Master and enlightened ones throughout the ages,
serves as a travelling companion and guide, taking readers on an inner pilgrimage to reboot their spiritual search and renew their limiting, thought-driven and
ego-dominated lives.
The strength of the book is its focus on the spiritual dimension underlying Existence which all people share, and its picking people up where they are in a compassionate and understandable manner. At the same time, it is not a wishy-washy
quick fix or esoteric porridge pandering to those who want a spiritual baby rattle.
The book is in stark contrast to the majority of books which indulge in superficial
descriptions or sayings and provide seemingly “precise” instructions, lists of goals
or steps to take which entrap people into continuing their dependency on intermediaries and religious institutions, or prolonging the self-delusion of being less
than they really are. It does not slowly work its way to a conclusion but continually
repeats key messages to hammer away at our conventional beliefs.
The authors aim to act as facilitators, hoping it will fall on fertile ground. Speaking
with authority and a sense of urgency, and continuously hammering away at our
conventional belief systems, they hope to transform the seemingly complicated
path of so many seekers into the realization that we already are what we are
looking for.
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Readers interested in personal growth, self-help, or Zen
People of all faiths and confessions, beginners or longstanding seekers who want
answers to key existential questions
Seekers who are unhappy, suffer or long for happiness

AUTHORS:

Genro Xuan Lou, Laoshi studied Zen, meditation, Kung-Fu, Qi Gong and acupuncture, and works as a senior business consultant, university lecturer and therapist.
He was given the name by Zen Master Tetsuo Kiichi Nagaya Roshi, and was also
named Zen Master by Abbot/ Grand Master Kun Kong and Abbot/Zen Master Shi
Chan Ming. Clifford Stevens studied Qi Gong, Zen and meditation under Genro for
many years before being certified as a Zen teacher in 2016.

